Abstract. In the generalized Steiner tree problem, we find a minimumcost set of edges to connect a given set of source-sink pairs. In the online version of this problem, the source-sink pairs arrive over time. Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi [1] give a 2-approximation algorithm for the offline problem; Berman and Coulston [3] give an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for the online problem. Goemans and Williamson [4] subsequently generalized the offline algorithm of Agrawal et al. to handle a large class of problems they called constrained forest problems, and other problems, such as the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem. In this paper, we show how to combine the ideas of Goemans and Williamson and those of Berman and Coulston to give an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for online constrained forest problems, including an online version of the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem.
Introduction
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), edge costs c e ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E, and a set of l source-sink pairs s i -t i , the goal of the generalized Steiner tree problem (also known as the Steiner forest problem) is to find a minimum-cost set of edges F ⊆ E such that for each i, s i and t i are connected in (V, F ). This problem is (as its name implies) a generalization of the Steiner tree problem: in Steiner tree problem, we are given an undirected graph with edge costs as above, and also a set R ⊆ V of terminals. The goal of the Steiner tree problem is to find a minimum-cost tree T that spans all the terminals R. If we choose one of the terminals r ∈ R arbitrarily, and set s i = r for all i and the sink vertices t i are the remaining vertices in R, then clearly a Steiner tree instance can be expressed as a generalized Steiner tree problem instance. In the 1990s, Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi [1] gave a 2-approximation algorithm for the generalized Steiner tree problem.
At about the same time, online algorithms were being proposed for online versions of the Steiner tree problem, and later, the generalized Steiner tree problem. In the online version of the Steiner tree problem, terminals arrive over time.
At each time step we must give a set of edges F that connects all of the terminals that have arrived thus far; we are not allowed to remove any edges from F in future iterations. The quality of an online algorithm for this problem is measured in terms of its competitive ratio: an α-competitive algorithm is one such that at any time step, the set of edges constructed by the algorithm is within a factor of α of the cost of an optimal Steiner tree on the set of terminals that have arrived thus far. Similarly, in the online generalized Steiner tree problem, source-sink pairs arrive in each time step, and we must find a set of edges F such that each s i -t i pair that has arrived thus far is connected in (V, F ). Imase and Waxman [7] gave a greedy O(log n)-competitive algorithm for the online Steiner tree problem, where n = |V |; when a terminal arrives, it finds the shortest path from the terminal to the tree already constructed, and adds that set of edges to its solution. Imase and Waxman also show that the competitive ratio of any online algorithm must be Ω(log n). Awerbuch, Azar, and Bartal [2] then showed that a similar greedy algorithm for the online generalized Steiner tree problem has competitive ratio O(log 2 n). In 1997, Berman and Coulston [3] devised a more complicated algorithm that is an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for the online generalized Steiner tree problem, matching the lower bound of Imase and Waxman to within constant factors.
Also in the 1990s, Goemans and Williamson [4] extended the offline algorithm of Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi to a large class of problems they called constrained forest problems; in doing so, they cast the algorithm of Agrawal et al. as a primal-dual algorithm. A constrained forest problem is defined by a function f : 2 V → {0, 1}; for any set S ⊆ V such that f (S) = 1, a feasible solution must have selected at least one edge in δ(S), the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. The Goemans-Williamson algorithm works when the function f is proper: that is, when f (S) = f (V − S) for all S ⊆ V , and for all disjoint sets A, B ⊆ V , f (A ∪ B) ≤ max(f (A), f (B)). For instance, for the case of the generalized Steiner tree problem f (S) = 1 if and only if there exists some i such that |S∩{s i , t i }| = 1, and this function is proper. Another example of constrained forest problems given in [4] is the nonfixed point-to-point connection problem, in which a subset C of the vertices are sources, a disjoint subset D of vertices are destinations, and we must find a minimum-cost set of edges such that each source is connected to a destination so that each connected component has the same number of sources and destinations; this is modelled by having f (S) = 1 if |S ∩C| ̸ = |S ∩D|. Yet another example given in [4] is that of partitioning specified vertices D into connected components such that the number of vertices of D in each connected component C is divisible by some parameter k. This problem is given the proper function f such that f (S) = 1 if |S ∩ D| ̸ ≡ 0(mod k).
In this paper, we show that by melding the ideas of Goemans and Williamson with those of Berman and Coulston, we can obtain an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for any online constrained forest problem. In an online constrained forest problem, in each time step i we are given a proper function f i . We must choose a set of edges F such that for all S ⊆ V , if max j=1,...,i f j (S) = 1, then |δ(S) ∩ F | ≥ 1. This yields, for example, online algorithms for online variants of the nonfixed point-to-point connection problem and the partitioning problems given above.
Our techniques also extend to give an O(log n)-competitive algorithm for an online version of the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem. In the offline version of the problem, we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E), edge costs c e ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E, a root vertex r ∈ V , and penalties π v ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V . The goal is to find a tree T spanning the root vertex that minimizes the cost of the edges in the tree plus the penalties of the vertices not spanned by the tree; that is, we want to minimize
is the set of vertices spanned by T . In the online version of the problem, initially every vertex v has penalty π v = 0. At each step in time, for one vertex v its penalty π v is increased from 0 to some positive value. We then must either connect the vertex to the root by adding edges to our current solution or pay the penalty π v for each remaining time step of the algorithm even if it is connected to the root later on. The competitive ratio of the algorithm compares the cost of our solution in each step with the cost of the optimal solution of the instance at that point in time.
The basic idea of the Berman-Coulston algorithm (BC) is that it constructs many different families of nonoverlapping balls around terminals as they arrive; in the jth family, balls are limited to have radius at most 2 j . Each family of balls is a lower bound on the cost of an optimal solution to the generalized Steiner tree problem. When balls from two different terminals touch, the algorithm buys the set of edges connecting the two terminals, and balls from one of the two terminals (in some sense the 'smaller' one) can be charged for the cost of the edges, leaving the balls from the other terminal (the 'larger' one) uncharged and able to pay for future connections. One can show that the O(log n) largest families are essentially all that are relevant for the charging scheme, so that the largest of these O(log n) families is within an O(log n) factor of the cost of the constructed solution, thereby giving the competitive ratio. Our algorithm replaces each family of balls with an analogous solution to the dual of the linear programming relaxation of the constrained forest problem, as used by Goemans and Williamson. We need somewhat more complicated dual solutions than the balls used by BC. However, we can then largely follow the outline of the BC analysis to obtain our O(log n) competitive ratio.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the online constrained forest problem more precisely and define some concepts we will need for our algorithm. In Section 3, we give the algorithm and its analysis. In Section 4, we extend the algorithm and analysis to the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem. We mention some open problems in our conclusion in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), edges costs c e ≥ 0 and a {0, 1}-proper function f : 2 V → {0, 1}, the offine constrained forest problem studied in Goemans and Williamson [4] is to find a set of edges F of minimum cost that satisfies a connectivity requirement function f : 2 V → {0, 1}; the function is
is the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S, and δ F (S) = δ(S) ∩ F . In the online version of this problem, we have a sequence of connectivity functions f 1 , f 2 , ..., f i , arriving one by one. Starting with F = ∅, for each time step i ≥ 1, function f i arrives and we need to add edges to F to satisfy function f i . Let g i (S) = max{f 1 (S), ..., f i (S)} for all S ⊆ V and i ≥ 1. Then our goal is to a find a minimum-cost set of edges F that satisfies function g i , that is, all connectivity requirements given by f 1 , ..., f i that have arrived thus far. We require that each function f i be a proper function, as defined above. It is easy to see that function [3] give an O(log |R i |)-competitive algorithm for the online generalized Steiner tree problem.
Let (IP i ) be the integer program corresponding to the online proper constrained forest problem with set of functions f 1 , ..., f i that have arrived thus far and the corresponding function g i . The integer programming formulation of
We let (LP i ) denote the corresponding linear programming relaxation in which the constraints x e ∈ {0, 1} are replaced with x e ≥ 0. The dual of this linear program, (D i ), can be described as
We now define a number of terms that we will need to describe our algorithm. We will keep an infinite number of feasible dual solutions y j to bound the cost of edges in F over all time steps; we call this the dual solution for level j. For each level j, we will maintain that for any terminal s that has arrived thus far, ∑ S⊆V :s∈S y j S ≤ 2 j . So we say that the limit of the dual in level j is 2 j , and we say that a dual variable y j S reaches its limit if the inequality for level j is tight for any terminal s ∈ S. As a matter of algorithmic implementation, we don't need to maintain levels v) is the distance in G between u and v using edge costs c e .
An edge e ∈ E is tight in level j for dual vector y j if the corresponding constraint in dual problem (D i ), ∑ S:e∈δ(S) y j S ≤ c e , holds with equality. A path p ⊆ E is tight in level j if every edge in the path is tight in level j.
LetF j denote the set of edges that are tight in level j. To avoid confusion with connected components in F , we will use the term moat to refer to a connected component S j inF j and use y j S to refer the dual variable associated with
During time step i, a terminal s ∈ R i is active if for some set S, we have s ∈ S and S is a violated set for function g i by current solution F . Let A be the set of active terminals at any time of the algorithm. We define the set of active moats as the moats S j of the lowest level j that satisfy the following three conditions:
has not yet reached its limit in level j. We denote the current set of active moats by M. Last, we say a dual variable y j S is active if its corresponding moat S j is active.
The Algorithm and Its Analysis

The Primal-Dual Online Algorithm
Our algorithm (see Fig. 1 ) is a dual ascent algorithm in which we grow active dual variables. We say two disjoint moats S j 1 and S j 2 collide in level j during our dual growing process if both of them have been active at some point and a path connecting two terminals s 1 ∈ S j 1 and s 2 ∈ S j 2 becomes tight in level j. In order for this to happen, at least one of S j 1 and S j 2 must currently be active. Our algorithm starts with F = ∅ and y j S = 0 for all j and all S ⊆ V . At the beginning of each time step i, the function f i arrives and some non-terminal nodes in V may become terminals. We will update active terminal set A and active moat set M. In each time step i, while there are still some active terminals in A, our algorithm will grow uniformly all active dual variables until: (1) an active y j S with reaches its limit in level j; (2) 2 are not yet connected in F , and update the set A of active terminals. At the end of each iteration, we update the set M of active moats. We output F as the solution for (IP i ).
The Analysis
Now, we will now state our main theorem and a few lemmas that we need to prove it. 
Theorem 1. Our algorithm gives an O(log |R i |) competitive ratio for the online proper constrained forest problem (IP i ).
Lemma 1. At the end of time step i of our algorithm, F is a feasible solution to (IP i ) and each dual vector y j is a feasible solution to (D i ).
Proof. Our algorithm terminates each time step i when there are no active terminals in A. By definition of active terminals, this implies that there is no violated set for g i for the solutions F ; that is, F is a feasible solution to (IP i ). We need to show our algorithm always terminates in each time step. Notice that if there are no active moats in M, then there must be no active terminals in A, since there is always a level j for sufficiently large j that conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied in the definition of M. Similarly, if there is still an active terminal, there must be an active moat that contains it. Then our algorithm will continue to grow duals at progressively higher levels; eventually all pairs of active terminals must be connected.
By construction of the algorithm each dual solution y j is feasible for (D i ) since we stop growing a dual y j S if it would violate a dual constraint.
⊓ ⊔
In order to give a bound to the total cost of edges in F , we create an account for each connected component X in F , denoted Account(X). We will define a shadow algorithm to credit potential to accounts as dual grows and remove potential from accounts to pay for building edges. We will show that the total cost of edges in F plus the total unused potential remaining in all accounts is always equal to the sum of all dual variables over all levels, i.e. ∑ j ∑ S y j S . We need the following lemma before we describe the shadow algorithm. ′ and j − 1 by our structure of limits in each level (i.e. dual growth in one level can be no larger than two times of dual growth in one level below). Then path p is built in F and s 1 and s 2 will be connected in F before the algorithm grows dual in level j again.
Now the shadow algorithm is as follows. First, whenever we grow an active dual variable y j S , we will credit the same amount of potential to Account(X), where X is the unique connected component in F that contains all terminals in S j . Second, whenever the algorithm builds a path p in F connecting two terminal s 1 and s 2 , it must be the case that two disjoint moats S 2 not yet connected in F . Let X k be connected component in F that contains s k for k = 1, 2. As a result of building edges p − F , X 3 = X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ {p − F } will become a connected component in F . We will merge unused potential remaining in Account(X 1 ) and Account(X 2 ) into Account(X 3 ) and remove potential from Account(X 3 ) to pay for the cost of building edges in p − F .
At any time of the algorithm, for each connected component X, define the class of X to be the highest level j with a dual variable already grown that credits X; we denote this as as Class(X) and sometimes refer to it as the top level of X. Define TopGrowth(X) to be the maximum total dual growth of a terminal in X in level Class(X), i.e.
and s is a terminal}.
We know that TopGrowth(X) ≤ 2 j by dual limit on level j.
Lemma 3.
At any time of the algorithm, the following two invariants hold:
Every connected component X of F has
Account(X) ≥ 2 Class(X) + TopGrowth(X);
2.
Proof. Invariant 1 ensures that for a component X, Account(X) stores at least 2 j total potential for each level j < Class(X) plus the maximum total dual growth of a terminal in X at the top level, which gives 2
Class(X) plus TopGrowth(X). We prove the first invariant by induction on the algorithm. It is easy to see that this invariant holds when no edges are added to F since the algorithm grows dual variables in level j until some active dual variable reaches limit 2 j ; it then grows duals in next higher level. Account(X) is credited 2 j for each level below the level Class(X) while getting TopGrowth(X) for current level. Now, assume invariant 1 holds just before we add edges to F . The algorithm builds a path p in F connecting two terminals s 1 
We know at least one of S j 1 and S j 2 must be active. Without loss of generality, let it be S j 1 . Then we know Class(X 1 ) = j and Class(X 2 ) = j ′ ≥ j since we only grow active dual variables in the top level of each component in F . Then by assumption, Account(X 1 ) ≥ 2 j + TopGrowth(X 1 ) and Account(X 2 ) ≥ 2
will be a connected component in F . Our shadow algorithm merges the unused potential remaining in Account(X 1 ) and Account(X 2 ) into Account(X 3 ), and removes potential from Account(X 3 ) to pay for the cost of building edges p − F . Since Class(X 3 ) = max{j, 
and S j 2 collide in level j and the cost of the path from s 1 to s 2 cannot be more than the total dual containing s 1 and s 2 in level j. Also, TopGrowth(X 3 ) = TopGrowth(X 2 ) since j < j ′ . So, we have
Therefore, the invariant 1 holds at any time of the algorithm. Furthermore, since accounts get credited for dual growth and debited exactly the cost of edges in F , we also have that invariant 2 holds at any time of the algorithm.
⊓ ⊔ 
. At the end of time step i, let X * be a connected component in F of highest class and let m = Class(X * ). We know Account(X * ) ≥ 2 m by invariant 1 of Lemma 3. So the total unused potential remaining in all accounts (that is, 
The lemma follows.
⊓ ⊔
Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1:
By Lemma 1, at the end of time step i of the algorithm, F is a feasible solution to (IP i ). We have
by Lemma 1 where OP T i is the optimal value of (IP i ) and the last inequality follows by the fact that the cost of a feasible dual solution to (D i ) is a lower bound on OP T i . Therefore, our algorithms is an O(log |R i |)-competitive algorithm for the online proper constrained forest problem. Note that we have
, where is n is the number of nodes in G. ⊓ ⊔
The Online Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree Problem
Define the online prize-collecting Steiner tree problem as follows: we are given a root node r in G, and a penalty of zero for each non-root node. In each time step i, a terminal s i ̸ = r arrives with a new penalty π i > 0. We have a choice to either connect s i to root r or pay a penalty π i for not connecting it (for time step i and each future time step); in the latter case, we mark the terminal. Our goal is to find a set of edges F that minimizes the sum of edge costs in F plus sum of penalties for all marked terminals.
The integer programming formulation of (IP i ) is
Let (LP i ) denote the corresponding linear programming relaxation in which the constraints x e ∈ {0, 1} and z l ∈ {0, 1} are replaced with x e ≥ 0 and z l ≥ 0. A terminal is active during time step i if it is unmarked and it is not yet connected to root r in current solution F . A terminal is marked by our algorithm if we decide to pay its penalty. A moat S j is active during time step i, if it is on the lowest level j that satisfies the following three conditions: (i) S j contains some active terminal s ∈ A; (ii) y j S has not yet reached its limit in level j; (iii) S j does not contain root r. We denote the current set of active moats by M. The rest of the definitions follow as in the main algorithm. We extend our main algorithm to give an O(log |R i |)-competitive algorithm for the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem. For each time step i, a new terminal s i with penalty π i arrives. With the modified definitions of active terminals and actives moats, we follow the same lines of main algorithm to grow dual variables, with the same conditions (1)-(3) in that algorithm, but additionally: (4) When a path p connecting a terminal s to root r becomes tight in level j, we buy the path if s and r are not yet connected in F and update active terminal set A; (5) when a penalty constraint corresponding to a set U j becomes tight in level j, in which case we mark all terminals in U j to pay their penalties and update active terminal set A. We let a set Q be all the vertices marked by our algorithm in current time step and in previous time steps. At the end of time step i, our algorithm outputs F and the set of terminals Q marked to pay penalties.
Theorem 2. Our extended algorithm gives an O(log |R i |)-competitive algorithm for the online prize-collecting Steiner tree problem (IP i
).
